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Abstract

The status of experimental tests of clcctron-muon universality in weak interactions
is reviewed. The average of the new measurements of the ÎT+ —» c + c brandling ratio,
rt«« = T(jr -» eu + * -* ei/-r)/r(x -*fiu + v~* fiuy) = (1.2312 ± 0.0037) x 10"\ is
consistent with standard model calculations R,i, = (1.234±0.001)x 10"* and confinns
the hypothesis of electron-muon universality at the 0.2% level.
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] . Introduction

The universal coupling scheme in weak interactions for the electron and the
muon was noticed around 1948[ll by a comparison of several decay processes, such
as nuclear /? decays and muon decays. Later, the concept of universality was in-
tegrated in the universal V-A theory [2], though without much compelling reason-
ing. In the modern era, the universal coupling scheme has been naturally built into
the three-generation SU(2)xU(l) standard model. Because of the unification of the
electro-magnetic and weak interactions, the standard model requires a close relation-
ship between the two interactions, namely s m = gwtak-àin9w% As confirmed by g-2
measurements [3], the electro-magnetic coupling constants for the electron and the
union arc identical. What about the weak coupling constants? Many extensions of
the standard model involve prospects which lead to seemingly varying coupling con-
stants. Precise measurements of universality in weak interactions, therefore, provide
crucial tests of the foundation of the standard model.

Lepton universality in the charged current mode ÎB Btudîed with ic, T and W
leptonic decays. Table 1 summarizes the present status of e-;i universality tests. The
brandling ratios of the decays of the IV boson to a charged lepton and its associated
neutrino is a straightforward test of lepton universality for the three generations.
However, because of poor statistics the precision has been limited to the level of
4 ~ 7% so far [4]. Comparison of the branching ratios of r decays [5j, B[r —» evv) =
0.1794 ± 0.0027 and B{T -* nvv) = 0.1733 ± 0.0029, with a phase space correction
of 0.9728 ±0.0001 provided the ratio of the coupling constants gcfg» = 1.004 ±0.011
- the lifetime of the T lepton rr = 0.305 ± 0.00G ps [5] with the brandling ratio
D(r -» cvv) yielded (6] the ratio of p-r coupling constants gT/g» = 0.970 db 0.013 [7j
when combined with the ft lifetime r,, = 2.19703 ±0.00004 ;is [5]. The most stringent
test of e-fi universality comes from a measurement of the branching ratio of the decay
jr+ —» c+v with respect to the common decay JT+ —• ft*u . This will be discussed
further in the following. Inverse reactions using vc and va beams also provided a
ratio of the coupling constants ge/gp = 1-10 ± 0.05 [8].

A measurement in disagreement with standard model predictions, which assume
the universal weak coupling constant, would imply the existence of new physics be-
yond the standard model [9]. Extensions of the standard model without spoiling the
universal guugc invariance would involve massive neutrinos and non-zero off-diagonal
matrix elements which connect weak and mass eigenstates of neutrinos [10]. Any
models predicting massive neutrinos, such as mirror neutrinos [11] or fourth gener-
ation neutrinos, potentially contribute to "violation" of lepton universality through
neutrino mixing. Another possibility includes introduction of new gauge bosons for
each generation as discussed by Li and Ma (12]. A somewhat similar approach was
taken by Fayyazuddin and Riazuddin [13] who introduced its own U(l ) factor for cadi
generation. The existence of other new hypothetical particles such as Majorons[l4] or
charged Higgs scalars arising from extended symmetries [15,16] could also influence
the observation.



2. Brief history of n —» cv decay theory

Observed branching ratios include the effect of physical and virtual photon».
Knowledge of radiative corrections to the branching ratio is very important in or-
der to extract the ratio of the coupling constants [17]. Without radiative correc-
tions, the 7T+ —» e+j/ brandling ratio Rth is calculated Rtk = 1.284 x 10"*. The
small branching ratio is a result of the helicily-projection operator, 1 — 7s, which
leads to a hclicity suppression factor (mc/mll)

2 - this helicity suppression factor
for the tree diagram makes the branching ratio extremely sensitive to the presence
of hclicity-unsuppresscd pseudo-scalar couplings. Early calculations [18] for the ra-
diative process assuming a point-like pion showed that the infra-red divergence iu
virtual and inner corrections cancelled in the total rate and the correction was of
the order of S = (3a/tf) ln(mr/mp), which reduced the ir+ —* e+u branching ratio
to Ho, = 1.233 X 10"*. There was, however, an arbitary ultra-violet cut-off for the
virtual photon energy in the calculations. This ambiguity was eventually removed by
Goldman and Wilson [19] in a gauge model with a point-pion field. It was pointed
out by Marciano and Sirlin [20] that the presence of strong interactions (pion struc-
ture) doesn't affect the cancellation of the divergence and the largest correction 6
ia essentially fixed by gauge invariance. They also showed that interference terms
between the structure dependent and non-dependent diagrams cancel in the first or-
der. At this point, the only uncalculablc (model-dependent) one in the first order
approximation was a pure structure-dependent inncr-breinsstrahlung term - a possi-
ble maximum deviation from the point-pion case was estimated Iitt, = 1.239 x 10~4

by Goldman and Wilson [21] using a static quark model (a soft-pion case). The pure
structure-dependent term was phenoiticnologically parameterized using vector (Fy)
and axial-vector ( i^) coupling constants [20,21]. In this approach, the vector cou-
pling constant was estimated from the lifetime of it0 based on the Conserved Vector
Current theory. The measurements of the if —» ei/7 [22] and IT —» eeeV [23] decays
determined the axial-vector constant FA ~ 0.5i*V. This resulted in a very small
structure-dependent contribution. The expected »+ —» e*v branching ratio with full
radiative corrections [24] is

n - r(lr

U!/ + IT —» ftU~f)
= (1.234 ± 0.001) x 10

where the uncertainty arises from uncalculated structure-dependent loop effects. It
should be noted that the branching ratio of fcaon decays, V(K —» cv)/V(K —» pv), can
in principle provide the same test, but the structure-dependent radiative correction is
exacted to be ~ 1000 times larger than that of the F(w —t ei/)/T(n —» pu) branching
ratio [21].

3, Experiments

After several unsuccessful efforts, the decay TT+ —» c+v was discovered in 1958
[25] as a confirmation of the V-A thcory[2G]. The first precise measurement was done

by Anderson et al. [27] using a magnetic spectrometer. They measured positrons from
the decay ir+ —• e*u ( Ee* = 70 MeV) and from the decay *•+ —» /i+j/ followed by the
decay jt+ —» e+i/ï7 (the ic* —* p+ —» e+ chain decay, Et* = 0 — 53 MeV). After adding
inner radiative corrections of 2.5% the brandling ratio was Jicip = (1.21±0.07)xl0~*.
Another experiment by Di Capua et al. [28] was based ou a 23-ciu-diainctcr x 24-
cin-long Nal detector, which is sensitive to both photons and charged particles. Tlte
measurement, therefore, included the major part of the inner breiusstrahlung effect.
From the sample of 104 T+ -• e+v events they obtained Rclp = (1.247±0.028) x 10~4,
which was subsequently modified to JI,rp = (1.273 ±0.028) X lO"4 due to a change
of the pion lifctimc[5|. Using the same technique with an Nal detector eight times
larger in volume and with better energy resolution (5.5 % FWIIM at the TC —* ev
peak), Bryinan et af.[29] found R^ = (1.218 ± 0.014) x 10"4 from a sample of
3 x 10* * —» ev events. The largest error (0.75%) came from poor knowledge of the
low energy tail of the IT* —• e*u peak which extended to the energy region of the
common TT+ —» p* —• e+ decay. Two new experiments at TR1UMF (Tri-Universîty
Meson Facility) [30] and at PSI (Paul Sherrer Institute) [31] finished data taking in
the late 80's, and recently both results became available.

3-1. TRIUMP experiment (E248)

The expcrin>Rnt[30] was carried out using a x + beam of momentum P =
83'MaV/c and AP/P = 1%. The incoming beam was stopped in a 1.2-cni-thick
plastic-scintillator target at a rate of 7 x 104 s~*. Thin plastic sciutillators surround-
ing the target con fined the stopping region of the pions, and contained the muons
from the it* —• p*i> decay. Positrons from the decay of stopped pious in the tar-
get were detected at 90° to the beam by a 2.9-% solid-angle telescope consisting
of two planar wire chambers, four thin plastic scintillators, and a 4G-ciii-dianieter
x 51-cni-Iung Nal(Tl) crystal "TINA". All events occurring within 30 ns following
a pion stop, or having energy > 50 MeV (in initial positron energy) deposited in
TINA were recorded in order to favour jr+ —» t*v events. The unbiased sample of
;r+ —» fi+ —* c* and background events was obtained from (l;lG)-prescaled triggers
in the time range —120 to 300 ns with respect to a pion stop. The beam counters and
the plastic counters covering the front surfuce of TINA were inspected for additional
beam and decay particles within ±6 /is of an event[29].

The raw branching ratio was determined by a simultaneous fit of the measured
decay-time spectra for positron events above and below the threshold energy in TINA
at 5C.4 MeV, corresponding to the x —• cv and x —» /J —» c decay regions, respectively.
The best combined fit, which occurred for a jfa per degree of freedom of 1.47, gave
ltr.w = (1.1994 ± 0.0034(stat) ± 0.0023(sys)) x 10"4 based on 1.7 x 10s * -» eu ovt-nts.
The large x* w a s due to non-linearities in the time measurement system, which were
not completely removed by non-linearity corrections. Other potential systematic
effects were studied by introducing a component to account for possible distortion
and by freeing fitting parameters. Typically, these effects were at the 0.05% level.

In order to empirically determine the low-energy tail of the jr —» ev peak below
the cut-off energy 5G.4 MeV, the dominant x —* ft —* e component was suppressed by



using energy and |>ulsc-shape information from the target counter as well as decay
time information (32) - for if —» ev decay events, the energy loss in the target indudwl
the kinetic energy of the stopping pion plus a small contribution from the exiting
decay positron, but for it -+ ft —» e decay events there was an additional 4-MeV pulse
from tlic kinetic energy of the decay muon. A suppression of *• - • ft —* e events by a
factor of I05 was obtained. The residual background of w —» ft —» c events, due mostly
to decay-in-iiight pions, was subtracted using the energy spectrum of muon decays
obtained from events with delayed positrons. In the suppression technique, there was
a bias against positrons with large energy deposition in the target including events
with Bhablia scattering within the target. Such events were preferentially rejected
in the suppression process. The overall tail correction 1.93 ±0.25% was obtained
after adding a 0.4% correction for the biasing effect. The various factors in the tail
correction were tested for validity by observing that the branching ratio result was
insensitive to the cut-off energy chosen for the i r - t e c peak.

Monte Carlo (MC) calculations were used to correct for systematic effects re-
lated to positron annihilation-in-flight (0.4%), multiple Coulomb scattering (1%)
leading to pathological triggers, and the fraction of very low-energy it —» fi —• c
positrons lost in the trigger (0.2%). Effects by multiple and Dhabha scattering!) were
tested by applying various cuts on the acceptance and the number of tracks obtained
from the wire chambers, and the validity of MC calculations was confirmed. The
combined correction from the MC studies was 0.27 ±0.11 %. The corrections ap-
plied to the raw branching ratio are summarized in Table 2. The final result was
It**, = (1.2265 ± O.O034(a«al) ± 0.0044(jys)) x 10"4.

3-2. PSI experiment (R-82-04)

In the PSI experiment [31], a 4TT calorimeter (with exception of a 0.2-% beam
hole) consisting of 132 hexagonal DGO crystals (5.5 cm in diameter and 20 cm in
length) was used to measure the positrons from the it* —t e*v and if* —• ft* —* e*
decays. To get fast timing signals front the beam pion and the decay products, a
3.8-cm-diaincter x 3.6-cm-thick plastic scintillator was placed at the center of the
calorimeter as an active target, which was viewed by photo-tubes from the sides of
the plastic counter through two BGO crystals. The signals from DGO and plastic
scintillator were "separated" using a significantly different response time between the
two scintillators; a typical response time of DGO is 300 ns while one for the plastic
scintillator is of the order of 5 ns. The pulses from the two photo-tubes viewing the
target were pa-ssivcly added and fed to a wavefonn analyzer with a sampling rate of
10 GHz. An 85 MeV/c it* beam was stopped in the target at a rate of ~ 5 x 103 /sec.
Enriched it —• ev events after timing and energy cuts, as well as pre-scalcd unbiased
events (1:2000), were recorded.

A second pulse in the target counter was assumed to be the signal from pion
decays if it was in the time region 7.5 ~ 200 ns with respect to a pion stop. A raw
branching ratio was calculated from the ratio between the numbers of events in the
positron energy region 63.5 ~ 81 MeV [33) {it —» ev) and in the rogion below 63.5 MeV
(w —» /ii/). The fraction of IT —• ev decay events below the threshold at 63.5 MeV due

to shower leakage was estimated to be 1.64 ±0.09% by Monte Carlo calculations based
on EGS4. Photo-nuclear effects with a neutron emission, which also contributed to
the low energy tail, were separately estimated to be 0.95±0.20% by Monte Carlo
calculations. Another 1% correction came from the radiative muon decay, in which
an additional 7-ray shifted the total energy higher than the threshold and the it —* (iv
decay events were niisidentificd as it —» ev decays. The sfiape of this background was
obtained from data taken with a special trigger. After applying all the corrections
listed in Table 3, the branching ratio was Jkr, = (1.235±0.0035(.s<ai)±0.003G(3y3))x
10~4 based on ~ 1.3 x 10s it —* ev events.

3-3. Comparison or the two experiments

Both experiments used inorganic crystals with energy resolution of ~ 5% (FWHM
for 70 MeV positrons) as a primary component of the detector. The major difference
was in the methods of estimating the fraction of low-energy it* —• e*v decay events.
The TRIUMF experiment obtained the tail correction empirically, while the PSI ex-
periment used a nearly 4ir calorimeter and the amount of the low energy tail was
estimated from Monte Carlo calculations. Also, the TRIUMF experiment employed
the "traditional" method in which the time of positrons from the decays n* —* e*v'
and it* —* ft* —* e* were detected. On the other hand, the time of pion decays was
used in the analyses of the PSI experiment although the two decay modes were iden-
tified by the positron energy - this made the PSI experiment insensitive to the pion
lifetime but vulnerable to the radiative muon decay. The numbers of it —» ev events
in the final sampled were ~ 1.5 X 10s for both experiments. Systematic errors were
also similar to each other as indicated in Table 2 and 3, except that the TRIUMF
experiment had an additional uncertainty arising in the fitting process which could
have been replaced by a much simpler method like taking a ratio of areas. However,
the additional information from the fitting revealed minor distortions in the timing
spectra, and provided understanding of the size of potential systematic effects.

4. Discussion

The average of the two new experimental branching ratios,

Ran = (1.2312 ±0.0037) x 10~\

is in good agreement with the theoretical prediction 1.234±0.001 x 10~4- The ratio of
the coupling constants, ge/g,. = 0.9989±0.0016, confirms electron-muon universality.

Conversely, if universality is assumed, the experimental ratio of the coupling
constants can be used to constrain some models. As mentioned earlier, the it —>
ev decay is hclicity-supprcssed, which makes this mode sensitive to the presence of
pseudo-scalar couplings. Dascd on Shanker's phcnomcnological analyses [16] with an
assumption that the contributions from hypothetical processes add up constructively,
a mass bound on a vector-quark was obtained m^ > 220 TeV/c3. Similarly, a mass
bound (90% cl.) on a non-standard charged Higgs particle, which couples to the
leptons like the W boson, wa3 obtained mH > 2 TeV/c2. The measured branching
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ratio is also sensitive to ttic presence of massive ncutrinosflO]. Limits on the neutrino
mixing parameter | (/„- |2 between the weak electron-neutrino cigenatiite and the mass
eigenstate »»„, were deduced and discussed for the case of rn,, < 55 MeV/c2 in ref.[34].
For tlie region m, > mw - for the standard fourth-generation neutrino, m*. > rnz/2 -
the strength of the process is eaten by the massive fourth-generation neutrino through
mixing, and the experimental branching ratio is expressed as ^ ^ = f"jt/^|a- From
the average branching ratio, lower and upper bounds (90% c.i.) of the deviation
from the theoretical prediction were obtained 0.9936 < R^/RA < 1.001G. These
limits imply -0.0064 < | !/„« |2 - | Ue4 \

2< 0.0016 for small mixing parameters with
m,, > m,.

5. Conclusion

The average of the new measurements of the IT* - te*i / branching ratio, Rave =
T(ir - • ct/ + 7r - • ei/7)/r(jr - • \LV+JT - • (ivy) = (1.2312±0.0037) x 10"1, is consistent
with standard model calculations R,h = (1.234 ±0.001) x 10"*. The ratio of the two
coupling constants is gc/g,i — 0.9989 ± 0.0016 and confirms the hypothesis of c-ft
universality at the 0.2% level. The low energy tail correction of the ir —t ev peak is
still one of the largest error sources in the experiment. The theoretical uncertainty
of 0.1% for this brandling ratio leaves a room for improvement of experiments by
another factor of three.
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Table 1 A summary ofe-ft universality tests.

Process
•K decay
r decay
ft, v» scattering
W decay

0.9989
1.004
1.10
0.99

9' 1 9n
±
±
±
±

0.0016
0.011
0.05
0.04

Table 2 Correction summary of the TRIUMF experiment.

Correction items
Tail correction
Monte Carlo
T lifetime
Others

corrections(%)
1.93
0.27
0.00
0.05

±
±
±
±

errors
0.25
0.11
0.09
0.11

Table 3 Correction summary of the PSI experiment.

Correction items
Tail corr. (EM)

(photo nucl.)
(i — euVy
Prompt background
Others

corrections^)
1.64
0.95

-1.13
-0.45
0.14

±
±
±
±

errors

o.oa
0.20
0.17
0.02
0.09


